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The study has proposed a long-term optimization model of a multi-reservoir
pumped-storage hydropower system which is located in the Aust-Agder region.
Based on the requirement a pump has been installed at a particular site on the same
channel as of the turbine unit. The purpose of the pump installation is to elevate wa-
ter from lower to the upper altitude reservoir during low power demand to avoid
the overflow or flooding. The flow rate and power data provided by the company
is used to do primary computations to calculate the necessary parameters. The data
is discrete, therefore to get the variable expressions second-order polynomial tech-
nique is used for curve fitting. To compute the revenue and profit of the hydropower
system, the price data for the site region, i.e., NO2-region is taken from NORDPOOL
for Oct 2016 - Oct 2017.
Due to the large size of data, the optimization is executed by using daily average
values, and then the profit achieved by the algorithm is presented. Further to check
the performance of the algorithm a comparison is made between daily average and
hourly optimization.
Based on the study, the differential evolution algorithm can accurately describe
the long-term operation modes of pumped-storage hydropower system, and its cal-
culation methods are appropriate for this kind of large-scale optimized decision
problem.
Further, it is intended to give maximum revenue from the hydropower system
within the flow and reservoir level limits. Due to its capability to identify different
possible events occurring in the system, the DE algorithm provides encouraging
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In this chapter, an overview of the thesis structure together with the previous work
and objective are described.
1.1 Motivation
The operational method of a standard hydropower system contributes a mechanism
of controlling and adjusting the downstream water stream through the reservoirs.
Despite, with increase in water inflow through the catchment or the location where
reservoir capacity is low, and water inflow is high due to rain or snow melting,
pumped storage is the most convenient approach to resolve this quandary. This
approach is likewise useful in countries where water resources are limited, so that
they can reuse water from reservoirs.
Various programs can do optimization of the Hydropower system. Previously
the researchers used methods like Dynamic programming (DP), mixed Integer Lin-
ear programming (MILP), Quadratic programming, FMINCON (Matlab), Approx-
imate Dynamic Programming (ADP), Model predictive control (MPC)/Non-linear
model predictive control (NMPC), and Artificial Bee Colony (ABC) Algorithm, to
optimize the Hydropower system for one or more generation units .
The Computational precision of the DP model depends on the quantization de-
gree of energy storage potential, and the curse of dimensionality remained unclear in
the previous papers. The influential weakness in using dynamic programming (DP)
is the number of partial solutions and we must retain a record. The partial solu-
tions can completely define by particularizing the stopping points in the input data
because the combinatorial objects determined on all have an original order speci-
fied upon their constituents. This order cannot combine without totally altering the
problem (online, 1977). Once the order is set, there are comparatively less feasible
stopping positions, so we arrange practical algorithms. On the other hand, the ADP
can achieve better optimization results as compared with DP method because it can
optimize both pumping duration and electricity generation. However, it is just an
approximate method (Warren B. Powell, 2012).
The ABC algorithm is also utilized by the researchers to optimize the Hydropower
operating system, and it also provides optimum results concerning water discharge
curves. Still, this method is slow when it operates with subsequent processing. Fur-
thermore, it requires a more significant number of objective function evaluations and
demands a new fitness test on new Algorithm parameters (Choong and El-Shafie,
2015).
The results achieved by using MILP and Quadratic programming for long peri-
ods are not satisfactory too because it can solve only linear function. Furthermore,
the discrete part of the system must transform into multi integer linear inequalities,
and the efficiency of the programming depends on the tightness of the continuous
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linear programming recreations (Antonio Frangioni, 2009). To practice the large-
scale optimization by using FMINCON has a limitation, the user must provide the
gradient in function (fun). Additionally, the upper and lower bounds constraints can
be specified, or only linear equality constraints must exist, and Aeq (rare variable
for equality constraints) cannot hold more rows than columns (Han, 1977, Powell,
1978). Lastly, the FMINCON method for optimization gives unsatisfactory results as
shown in Appendix E we can observe that FMINCON gives results that reach to the
lowest value of flow rate for the same problem that is executed in this thesis.
The adoption of Differential Evolution method for optimization is made by tak-
ing into account its capability to handle non-differentiable and nonlinear cost func-
tions, parallelizability to manage calculation for simple cost functions and Genuine
convergence characteristics, i.e., uniform convergence to the global minimum in fol-
lowing independent cases.
1.2 Previous research
FIGURE 1.1: Selected pump for the
site (Pumps, Goulds online)
The primary purpose of pump installation is to
reutilize the water at Botsvatn. During the low
power demand, the water from Botsvatn reser-
voir gets discharged to avoid the risk of exceed-
ing HRV (Høyeste regulerte vannstand) due to
which the Brokke power station forced to operate.
To troubleshoot this problem, a pump system has
to be established between the reservoir Botsvatn
and Urevatn to reutilize the water in an optimized
way.
Previously, in the energy research project, a
pump was chosen for the Otra kraft hydropower
site. The company requires to install pump in
Botsvatn reservoir on the same channel as of
Holen-3 turbine unit. The selected pump is shown
in figure 1.1 is a multistage submersible pump
of flow rate capacity 4.43 m3/s which can pump
water up to 1000 m head but in actual the head
needed is 650 m as shown in Figure 3.6. However,
the flow requirement is 20 m3/s. Therefore, four
such pumps can be connected in parallel to reach
this flow rate. The maximum speed of the pump
is 740 rpm and has an efficiency of 83% per stage.
The corresponding power is 4146 kW or 5637 hp.
In addition to the pump selection, the estima-
tion of various important factors during the selec-
tion of pump for example efficiency, total dynamic
head and required power is executed as shown in Appendix F.
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1.3 Objective
The planning is to optimize the system by using Differential evolution algorithm in
MATLAB based on the actual historical data provided by Otra Kraft DA and fur-
ther to examine different scenarios by utilizing hourly, daily and weekly data con-
sequently to establish an optimized operation concerning flow rates and reservoir
levels for a year (Oct 2016 - Oct 2017). Subsequently, the mass balance procedure for
getting the volume and flow rate from the catchments developed previously in the
energy research project (Sharma, 2018) for hourly data and was applied in the thesis
to get daily and weekly average curves.
In chapter 2, the introduction about the Norwegian hydropower system and the
electricity market along with the market strategies is briefed.
In chapter 3, a detailed description of study site and problem description is men-
tioned together with the company operational and background information.
In chapter 4, The data that is provided by the company is used to estimate vari-
ous power, flow, and volume relations to use it for the optimization. To handle the
discrete data second order polynomial fit technique is used to establish fitted curves
which estimate relations between the decision variables in the algorithm. Further,
due to the high volume of available data, the outlining is to conduct a categorized
optimization.
In chapter 5, the optimization is carried for daily average value throughout the
year to determine the optimize reservoir level, flows, volume to generate maximum
revenue from proposed system. Furthermore, a hourly optimization is executed for
the randomly chosen weeks throughout the year and compared with the daily av-
erage optimization results to check the accuracy of proposed algorithm. Lastly, the
results for hourly optimization is presented and compared with the actual opera-
tional values of the system to show the benefit of proposed algorithm.
1.4 Research Questions
• Is it feasible to establish a pump at given site on the same channel as of turbine?
• Will this strategy competent in providing optimize results or deliver a profit?
• Is it conceivable to maintain the mass balance between the reservoir with the
pumping system?






Hydropower engineering deals with the different techniques for transforming flow
water energy into the electricity. The main elements in hydropower stations are
Reservoirs (dams), pipes, Generator, and turbines. To generate an adequate amount
of energy from the system, these determinants should be constructed or organized
accurately (Kaltenekker, 2018). The process of hydropower generation demands to
create a barrier in the route of streaming water. The water is routed and compelled to
drop where its potential energy transformed into kinetic energy, and this energy ex-
tracted through turbines. The range of hydropower is remarkably vast, and energy
can be generated from a few watts to several gigawatts. The biggest power plant is
a hydro energy project called the "Three Gorges Dam" in China it has a nameplate
capacity of a whopping 22 gigawatts.
FIGURE 2.1: Hydropower Introduction
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The energy derived from hydropower is renewable energy, as water is continu-
ally replenished by nature because of the water cycle and there is no CO2 emission
when converting water kinetic energy into electrical energy. Streams and rivers all
have varying levels of water flow. The flow rate through catchments also varies
along the year so as the head of water; therefore to extract energy from water stream
there are unique types of turbines available. The head of water is the measure of
hydrostatic energy of water. It is merely the height of water over a certain point. The
flow rate is the volume of water passing a specific point in a second. Based on the
head of water and flow rate at a specified location, the turbine type is selected for
example Kaplan, Francis, Pelton wheel and cross-flow turbine .
2.2 Norwegian Hydropower
Norway is a beautiful country gifted with natural resources and geography which
facilitates to develop a large number of hydropower stations. Norway represents
about 50 percent of the reservoir capacity in Europe. Furthermore, the reservoir is an
essential medium to decrease floods and droughts while producing clean, renewable
and affordable energy (Statkraft, 2018).
Modern Norway industrialized after utilization of waterfalls and rivers to pro-
duce electricity. Hydropower is one of the primary factors for economic growth in
Norway and will remain so in the foreseeable prospect. From the prior 100 years
after the first hydroelectric power plant built in Norway, approximately 99% of the
electricity production based on hydropower. In the late 19th century, the rights to
build power plants in Telemark county achieved by an industrialist named "Sam
Eyde," the determination was to convert the natural water to low-cost electricity for
the industrial expansion. Afterward, many precious companies are established. To-
day, Norwegian companies contribute to the advancement of proficiency in nations
with hydropower resources (Kjersti, 2015). Figure 2.2 represents the contribution of
hydropower in the Nordic countries. It can be observed that Norway principally
generate electricity from the hydropower system. The contribution of traditional
thermal and Nuclear power is nearly negligible.
FIGURE 2.2: Hydropower production in Nordic countries ( Nordegio,
2008)
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2.2.1 Importance of Norway in contributing large-scale balancing power:
According to the German Advisory Council on Environment (2011) the Norwegian
hydropower system remains a significant option for balancing variable renewable
energy production in Northern Europe, (Julie Charmasson, 2017).
The Norwegian hydroelectric power stations can increase the balance power ca-
pacity by raising the consumption potential and by establishing Pump storage hy-
dropower system. The balance power potential depends on the evaluation of power
supplied during the periods of high demand and power absorption during low de-
mand. The power absorption can be done by using excess generated power for
pumping water to higher reservoirs as to use the stream again for power production
when the electricity demand is high. This can also be used to avoid unnecessary pro-
duction of electricity when the electricity demand is low. Enhanced exploitation of
reservoirs for generating balance power is organized to ensure a place in agreement
with existing laws governing the highest and lowest regulated water levels (HRV
and LRV) .
FIGURE 2.3: Cable links to the United Kingdom, the Netherlands,
Germany and Denmark ( Eivind Solvang, 2012)
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Figure 2.3 represents the cable links within the proposed hydropower plants
in south-western Norway to the United Kingdom, the Netherlands, Germany, and
Denmark (Note: these connection does not designate the expected cable connections
between the countries which means the connection lines can be interchanged).
In order to use Norwegian hydropower reservoirs as rechargeable batteries for
the European power supply more transmission capacity must be installed between
Norway and the major European consumption regions. Pumped storage power so-
lutions must improve in such a way that the environmental impacts reduce to the
minimum. The climate threat is a global challenge. Moreover, the further develop-
ment of the Norwegian hydropower can contribute to the more reliable and clean
European energy supply.
Today, Norway has a total of 17 power connections abroad. Norway is an inte-
grated part of the Nordic power grid, and have power cables for Sweden, Denmark,
the Netherlands, and Finland, as well as one for Russia. A cable is being built for
Germany and one for England. Besides, a power cable to Scotland during applica-
tion processing (Abrenna, 2019).
Total Electricity imported/exported
The data obtained from Nordpool power exchange concerning the amount of elec-
tricity imported and exported across the international cables every single hour through-
out 2018. From the figures, we can observe the export surplus of 10.2 TWh In total,
Norway had a net export surplus of 10.2 TWh in 2018. If we begin with standard
Norwegian consumption of 20,000 kWh a year, this means that Norway had a total
net export surplus corresponding to enough electricity to satisfy 510,000 Norwegian
homes. If we split it down on each country, then we recognize that Norway has
a net export surplus to all countries except one ,i.e. Russia. Norway exported 2.5
TWh to Denmark, 3.7 TWh to the Netherlands and 4.0 TWh to Sweden. The three
countries collectively accounted for 10.2 TWh of Norway’s net electricity exports.
Norway also had a net surplus of electricity exports to Finland, but it amounted
only 0.1 TWh. The only country Norway did not have net electricity exports is Rus-
sia. It is unfamiliar, as Norway import electricity from there. The capacity is also
deficient as few people know that Norway has a separate international cable there.
In 2018, Norway imported a total of 19.0 GWh, i.e. 0.019 TWh, from Russia in the
east (NORDPOOL, 2018).
Import and export throughout the year
If we arrange data for imports and exports of electricity down every month, we
notice that Norway has net exports of electricity in all months excluding March and
April. Figure 2.4 shows that exports and imports of electricity fluctuate widely from
day to day. In 94 of 365 days, Norway imported more electricity than exported. It
varies significantly from day to day whether Norway has net exports or imports of
electricity. However, we can witness there is a more substantial number of days of
export.
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FIGURE 2.4: Figure showing net export/import on daily basis
(Abrenna, 2019)
Import of Electricity throughout a day
It is not just day to day that fluctuates between net exports and imports of electricity.
It also fluctuates throughout the day. In a typical day, Norway imports electricity at
night and exports during the day. Specifically, this means that from 00:00 to 06:00
Norway ordinarily import electricity from abroad, while Norway has net exports for
the rest of the day. If we break the numbers down in each country, we see that there
is a little different from country to country. Norway import electricity from both
Sweden and Denmark at night, but from Sweden, Norway has net imports already
from 11:00 p.m. Figure 2.5 at the top left illustrates Norway imports and exports
electricity in total to Denmark, Finland, the Netherlands, Russia, and Sweden. When
the bars are above the line, they confer net imports, while they show net exports
when they are below the line.
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FIGURE 2.5: Figure showing net export/import during 24 hours a
day ( Abrenna, 2019)
2.3 Typical Hydropower System
Figure 2.6 pictures the typical hydropower plant. It consists of two reservoirs one
remains at the bottom level (optional), and the other one is on the upper level. While
the energy demand is high or if there is a requirement of electricity production the
gates of upper reservoir opened, and the water from the upper reservoir flows to the
lower reservoir through the pipe network. The high-pressure water streams through
the turbine which initiates it to rotate and the mechanical energy of the turbine get
transmitted to the electric energy (Mosonyi, 2016).
Production of electricity depends on the head of the water from ground level
(Hnet), the volume of water flowing per unit time or flow rate (Q) and efficiency of
a turbine (h). Water stored in the reservoirs has potential energy the water under
pressure is carried by penstock and supply to the turbine through the inlet valve
where penstock is a pipe or tunnel made of steel or concrete. Due to the force of
water, the turbine starts rotating due to which the mechanical energy produced since
the turbine shaft is attached to the generator. Therefore, the generator produces
electricity and the voltage of electricity raised by using a transformer and further
transferred by distribution lines (Whiticar, 2016).
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FIGURE 2.6: Standard Hydropower Plant,(Statkraft, online)
2.4 Pumped-Storage Hydropower System
The reservoir-based pumped storage plant is an evolution of the conventional hy-
dropower plant to allow it to manipulate reversibly. As in a conventional hydropower
plant with a reservoir in which water collects in the reservoir and then discharged
through the plant’s turbines concerning the power demand.
However, in conventional hydropower plant the water in the reservoir can be
used only once. Whereas in a pumped storage plant shown in figure 2.7 there is
another reservoir below the turbine hall. The water discharged from the first reser-
voir used for the generation of electricity can be collected in the second reservoir
and pumped back into the first reservoir by the utilization of a pump. Hence water
is cycled within the two reservoirs to accommodate either power or energy stor-
age demand. This type of power-plant is remarkably robust and higher in potential
(Ioannis Kougias, 2017).
During the low energy demand surplus power could be utilized to elevate water
from low to high altitude reservoirs. This water could, in turn, be released to gener-
ate power on the periods when demand is high this loop can recite again and again.
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FIGURE 2.7: Pumped Hydropower Station,(Whiticar, 2016)
2.5 Energy and power equations in Hydropower system
2.5.1 Energy potential
The Bernoulli theorem can be applied to estimate the energy of the system. The
Bernoulli equation implies a constant discharge rate and declares that the energy
head at any point in the system is equivalent to any point downstream in the system
plus any losses, for example, frictional losses in the pipe, head losses, pump/turbine














Where, z is elevation head (m), p is pressure (N/m2), hL is total head loss be-
tween upper and lower reservoirs (m), v is velocity (m/s), and g is defined as specific
weight (N/m3).
2.5.2 Head loss equation
To calculate the head loss in pipe following equation can be used:
Hl = f ⇤
L ⇤ v2
D ⇤ 2 ⇤ g (2.2)
Where, f is friction factor, D is diameter of pipe (m), L is length of pipe and v is
velocity of water in pipe (m/s).
Further, the friction factor for turbulent flow (Re>2300) can be computed using
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Where #/D is pipe relative roughness, and Re is defined as Reynold’s number which
can be computed using:
Re =
4 ⇤ r ⇤Q
p ⇤ µ ⇤ D (2.4)
Where, r is density of fluid (kg/m3), µ is the dynamic viscosity of fluid (kg/sm), and
D is the diameter of pipe (m).
2.5.3 Power
Power can be defined as the rate of utilized energy by change in time period or can
be defined as the product of the specific weight of water, hydraulic head, and the
discharge rate which is also known as hydraulic power equation.
PHP = r.H.g.Q (2.5)
The power generated during turbine operation is calculated as:
Pturbine = r.H.g.Q.ht (2.6)
Where, Pturbine is the power from turbine generation unit, and ht is the turbine effi-
ciency.





Where, Ppump is the power from pump unit, and hpump is the pumping efficiency.
2.6 Pumped Storage Influence on Reservoir
In Pumped storage hydropower system behaves like a battery, storing power in the
form of water during electricity demands are low and producing maximum power
during daily and seasonal peak times. An advantage of pumped storage is that hy-
droelectric generating units are capable of starting up instantly and perform fast reg-
ulations in output. They work efficiently while used for one hour or several hours.
The inconstancy of reservoir levels is due to the inflow and outflow of water. The
primary reference of inflow to the reservoir is the catchment. In the pumped storage
power station the reservoir receives intake from the pump too. As a consequence,
the frequency of draining and filling of the reservoir will increase. Moreover, the
temperatures in downstream reservoirs will reduce which affect the ice formation
(Whiticar, 2016).
2.7 Environmental Impacts of Reservoir/Dams
The dams comprise impacts to the biological, chemical and physical properties of
the river. By regulating the river flow or by creating a dam alters the oxygen level
and stops the sediments that would naturally replenish the river and that will put an
impact on the aquatic plant and animals present in the particular site. Reservoirs of-
ten host non-native and invasive species for example snails, algae, etc. Which means
reservoirs become breeding territories for disease vectors. It ensures correct partic-
ularly in tropical areas where mosquitoes (which causes malaria) and snails (which
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causes Schistosomiasis) can take benefit of this slow streaming water. Furthermore,
large dams or high capacity dams have led to the extinction of various fish and other
aquatic species (Wikipedia, 2019a).
2.8 Electricity Market
In the Nordic countries, the generated electricity traded to the day-ahead market
of Nordpool Spot. The spot price for every hour estimated from generation and
consumption proposals presented by associates/partners (NORDPOOL, 2018).
The Norwegian Energy Act established on the principle that electricity genera-
tion and trading should be market-based, while grid operations are rigorously reg-
ulated. The power market guarantees the adequate utilization of resources and rea-
sonable prices on electricity. Electricity transmission and distribution is a fundamen-
tal monopoly, and not subject to competition. However, the day-ahead and intra-
day markets make an offset within generation and consumption. There are bound
to be an occurrence that disturbs the offset within a particular hour of operation.
In the Nordic region, the balancing markets classified into primary reserves (FCR),
secondary reserves (FRR-A) and tertiary reserves (FRR-M). Primary and secondary
reserves are initiated automatically in reply to variations in frequency, while ter-
tiary reserves are initiated manually by the Nordic Transmission System Operators
(TSOs) (Energy facts, 2019).
In this project, only the Elspot prices are considered, as they are the only appro-
priate references of revenue for the plant in interrogation.
2.8.1 Nord Pool
Nord Pool is Europe’s largest electricity exchange market measured in volume (512
TWh) in 2017. Nord Pool trades more than 80% of the total consumption of electrical
energy in the Nordic market where companies can buy electricity at the market price.






The Hydropower system is located in Valle municipality (Setesdal), shown in figure
3.1 and the boundaries in the valley pass to the south towards Bygland and the north
towards Bykle municipality. The prime source of income for the Valle and Bykle
municipalities originate from Hydropower. In the 1960s the improvement of the
power plants in these municipalities began. Otra Kraft, which is located at Brokke
power plant at Nomeland, operates several power stations in Setesdal.
FIGURE 3.1: Hydropower site -
Aust-Agder (maps, 2019)
Presently, Otra Kraft owns three power sta-
tion (Brokke, Holen, and Skarg). Water from
Botsvatn reservoir is utilized by Brokke power
station which is joined by 31 km long tun-
nel to Botsvatn reservoir. Holen consists of
two Hydropower stations Holen1-2 and Holen3,
Holen1-2 utilizes water from Vatnedalsvatn
reservoir, and from six branches and streams that
are redirected into the intake of tunnel. Further-
more, lake Ormsavatnet also supplies this power
station. The other power station (Holen3) uses
water from Urevatn, Reinevatn, and Skarjesvatn
reservoirs. Holen1-2 generating units was ap-
proved in 1981. Whereas, Holen3 generating
unit was approved in 1986 and Brokke genera-
tion unit was approved in 1965. During the last
ten years, these power stations collectively gen-
erated 2,710 million kWh, which represents 2%
of Norway’s total power production. This Hy-
dropower system owned by Skagerak Energi AS
(31.4%) and Agder Energi AS (68.6%). Otra Kraft
DA is responsible for everyday operations, and
administers the licenses and obligations in terms
of river/flow management and controlling of the
watercourse (Energi, 2019, Kraft, 2019).
Figure 3.2 shows the connectivity of These three power station and the reservoirs
(Botsvatn, Urevatn, and Vatnedalsvatn). All three units attired with Francis turbines.
The head for generating units 1 and 2 (Holen1-2) is 316 meters, while the head for
the third unit (Holen3) is 650 meters. Table 3.1 shows the parameters related to the
reservoirs.
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FIGURE 3.2: Pumped Hydropower Station,(Atlas, 2018)
Reservoir Volume[Millm3] HRV[m.o.h] LRV[m.o.h] Station
Urevatn 253.4 1175 1141 Holen 3
Vatnedalsvatn 1150 840 700 Holen 1-2
Botsvatn 296 551 495 Brokke
TABLE 3.1: Reservoirs data (NVE Atlas, 2018)
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3.2 Botsvatn Reservoir
Figure 3.3 shows the catchment area of Botsvatn reservoir. This figure is generated
from NEVINA, 2019. The estimation of the catchment is vital to perform the mass
balance in the reservoirs.
FIGURE 3.3: Figure showing catchment area at Botsvatn reservoir
Following tables 3.2 and 3.4 gives the Precipitation boundaries, field parameters,
and water flow indices which are generated from NEVINA, 2019.
The discharge records or stream-flows which are mentioned in table 3.3 is eminent
for the flood-risk management since they present essential knowledge for planning
the operations before, through or after floods. The discharge records help enhance
the precision of hydrology models utilized for forecasting stream-flows. However,
the flow data is not only beneficial for flood forecasting or monitoring but also for
numerous different practical uses for example for securing healthy ecological flows
(Muste and Hoitink, 2017). The flood values give the extent of the culmination floods
for varying repeat intervals. These values are generated from NVE –Report 7/2015
"Guide to flood calculations in small, unregulated fields."
However, It still demands an investigation to determine climate consequences
for instantaneous floods in small precipitation fields. Until the results from these
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projects are available, a climate impact of 1.2 is recommended for the 24-hour flood
and 1.4 for the culmination flood in small precipitation fields (NEVINA, 2019).
TABLE 3.2: Low water indexes and climate figures.





Medium water flow (61-90) 72.3 l/(s ⇤ km2)
Ordinary low water flow 3.9 l/(s ⇤ km2)
Base flow 31.1 l/(s ⇤ km2)
BFI 0.4
Climate
Climate region South Norway
Summer precipitation 519 mm
Winter precipitation 906 mm
Annual temperature -0.3  C
Summer temperature 5.2  C
Winter temperature -4.2  C
July temperature 7.4  C
August temperature 8.4  C














330.5 1000.6 410.0 490.0 579.5 722.0 853.3 983.5
Flood val-
ues (m3/s)









261.4 791.4 226.5 370.8 429.3 518.3 597.3 688.4
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TABLE 3.4: Botsvatn field parameters.
Field parameters
Area (A) 330.3 km2
Effective Sea (Se f f ) 3.1 %
River Length (EL) 50.3 km
River gradient (EC) -10.5 m/km
River gradient_1085 (G1085) 16.7 m/km

















Bare mountain 67.7 %
Urban 0.1 %
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3.3 Vatnedalsvatn Reservoir
We can observe in figure 3.4 the catchment of Vatnedalsvatn included Urevatn reser-
voir which means the water from Urevatn (spillway) will stream towards Vatnedal-
vatn reservoir hence, during the mass balance of Urevatn and Vatnedalsvatn this
practical approach has been taken into account.
FIGURE 3.4: Figure showing catchment area at Vatnedalsvatn reser-
voir
Following tables 3.5 and 3.7 gives the Precipitation boundaries, field parameters,
and water flow indices for Vatnedalsvatn reservoir which are generated from NEV-
INA, 2019.
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TABLE 3.5: Low water indexes and climate figures (Vatnedalsvatn).





Medium water flow (61-90) 61.3 l/(s ⇤ km2)
Ordinary low water flow 4.4 l/(s ⇤ km2)
Base flow 26.4 l/(s ⇤ km2)
BFI 0.4
Climate
Climate region South Norway
Summer precipitation 505 mm
Winter precipitation 855 mm
Annual temperature -0.5  C
Summer temperature 4.8  C
Winter temperature -4.2  C
July temperature 6.9  C
August temperature 8.1  C














166.6 692.5 206.6 250.1 300.2 382.0 459.4 539.5
Flood val-
ues (m3/s)









131.7 547.8 114.2 189.3 222.3 274.2 321.6 377.7
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TABLE 3.7: Vatnedalsvatn field parameters.
Field parameters
Area (A) 240.5 km2
Effective Sea (Se f f ) 8.0 %
River Length (EL) 34.6 km
River gradient (EC) -23.7 m/km
River gradient_1085 (G1085) 10.3 m/km

















Bare mountain 70.6 %
Urban 0.0 %
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3.4 Urevatn Reservoir
Figure 3.5 represents the catchment area of Urevatn reservoir does not include any
other reservoir in the system, so water from spillway does not have any connection
with other reservoirs.
FIGURE 3.5: Figure showing catchment area at Urevatn reservoir
Following tables 3.8 and 3.10 gives the Precipitation boundaries, field parame-
ters, and water flow indices for Urevatn reservoir which are generated from NEV-
INA, 2019.
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TABLE 3.8: Low water indexes and climate figures (Urevatn).





Medium water flow (61-90) 77.2 l/(s ⇤ km2)
Ordinary low water flow 6.9 l/(s ⇤ km2)
Base flow 34.0 l/(s ⇤ km2)
BFI 0.4
Climate
Climate region South Norway
Summer precipitation 540 mm
Winter precipitation 929 mm
Annual temperature -1.3  C
Summer temperature 4.3  C
Winter temperature -5.4  C
July temperature 6.5  C
August temperature 7.6  C














32.4 598.2 39.2 49.2 61.7 84.1 107.4 134.5
Flood val-
ues (m3/s)









25.6 473.1 21.7 37.2 45.7 60.4 75.2 94.2
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TABLE 3.10: Urevatn field parameters.
Field parameters
Area (A) 54.1 km2
Effective Sea (Se f f ) 25.1 %
River Length (EL) 15.4 km
River gradient (EC) -75.1 m/km
River gradient_1085 (G1085) 0.6 m/km

















Bare mountain 67.7 %
Urban 0.0 %
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3.5 Existing System
Otra Kraft Hydropower System is a conventional Hydropower System that only en-
ables the generation of electricity. The system consists of three power generation
units as shown in Figure 3.6 i.e., Brokke, Holen 1-2, and Holen 3.
The average annual production of Brokke power station is 1416 GWh and has the
nameplate capacity of 330 MW. Whereas, Holen power unit consists of two power
generation unit Holen 1-2 and Holen 3. The average annual production of Holen
power station is 831 GWh and has a maximum capacity of 390 MW (NVE, 2013).
FIGURE 3.6: Figure representing the actual Otra Hydropower system
3.5.1 Disadvantages of Existing System
Since Hydropower is a renewable source of energy but it has some drawbacks too.
The foremost drawback of Otra Kraft Hydropower system is the excess inflow from
catchment during the summertime. Due to the limited capacity of Botsvatn reser-
voir, a large volume of catchment forces Botsvatn reservoir to release water. As a
result, the Brokke generation unit force to operate regardless of power demand.
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3.6 Need for new system
Since, with high spot price and inadequate reservoir levels, it is advantageous to re-
verse the process and transform electrical energy to potential energy through pump-
ing system so that the water can be later used when power demand is high to earn
more profit and to prevent flooding.
3.6.1 Critical period
Figure 3.7 exhibits the inflows to the reservoirs. We can examine during the midst
of May to June 2017 (defined as a critical period in this thesis) the volume of water
from catchment to the Botsvatn reservoir suddenly rises which develops the risk of
flooding or overflow. This situation makes Brokke turbine unit to operate to the
maximum capacity regardless of power demand. Moreover, during this situation,
Holen 1-2 and Holen 3 generation unit gets stopped to prevent the water to stream
into Botsvatn reservoir. Therefore, a pumped storage system is a necessity for this
kind of hydropower systems.
FIGURE 3.7: Price and reservoir level overview during critical period
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3.6.2 Reservoirs level during critical period
Figure 3.8 shows the level of Botsvatn and Urevatn reservoir during the critical pe-
riod. We can observe in the figure, throughout the critical period the level at Urevatn
reservoir is well below the HRV (1175m). Hence, it is feasible to use those instances
for pumping operation.
Additionally, gray patches in figure 3.8 represent the period when the electricity
price is below its average value and this period can be used for pumping operation
for economic benefit.
FIGURE 3.8: Price and reservoir level overview during critical period
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3.6.3 Advantages of Proposed System
Pumped-storage hydropower system potential account for 2.5 % of worldwide in-
stalled capacity. It is the most reasonable and genuine method of storing electricity,
allowing both the effective use of surplus energy and the delivering of a requisite
amount of energy back on the grid.
As the pumped-storage system uses surplus electricity generated while there is
a low demand for electricity performance averages out at approximately 70 % or
somewhat higher, signifying that for every 10 kWh applied for storing, 7 kWh pro-
duced during generation. This medium causes these plants famous for grid manage-
ment because they can be set into service in a pretty short period and undertake the
grid’s load fluctuations, are considered reliable and are not influenced from outside,
as they often operate in closed cycles (enel, 2014).
3.7 Problem description
Figure 3.9 shows the proposed Otra kraft pumped storage hydropower system. The
system consists of three separate turbine generation unit, i.e., Brokke, Holen 1-2 and
Holen 3. According to the requirement, the pump is to be installed in Botsvatn reser-
voir, together with Holen-3 turbine unit in the same tunnel, so that Holen-3 tur-
bine and pumping unit cannot operate at the same time, therefore, need to establish
ON/OFF condition in the optimization problem.
FIGURE 3.9: Figure representing pumped-storage hydropower sys-
tem (proposed)
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Table 3.11 represents the variable description which is used for optimization




Level 1 Bostsvatn reservoir level
Level 2 Vatnedalsvatn reservoir level
Level 3 Urevatn reservoir level
Inflow 1 Inflow into Botsvatn reservoir from catchment and other
connected reservoir outside the system
Inflow 2 Inflow into Vatnedalsvatn reservoir from catchment
and other connected reservoir outside the system, i.e.
Qskarjevatn + QReinevatn + QCatchment
Inflow 3 Inflow into Urevatn reservoir from catchment and other
connected reservoir outside the system, i.e. QOrmsavatn +
QCatchment
volume 1 Botsvatn reservoir volume
volume 2 Vatnedalsvatn reservoir volume
volume 3 Urevatn reservoir volume
volume1spill Botsvatn spillway volume
volume2spill Vatnedalsvatn spillway volume
volume3spill Urevatn spillway volume





Based on the data provided by the Otra kraft DA concerning reservoir level, volume
percentage, and power, necessary computations have been made to perform the op-
timization. Reservoir level causing flow through each turbine during a year (Oct
2016 - Oct 2017), the flow rate through reservoir and power production from each
generation unit are received. From these data, catchments (inflow) and volume cor-
responding to each reservoir are calculated. According to the data available for flow
and level the minimum value is recorded as a lower bound constraint. Similarly, the
maximum value recorded as an upper bound of the variable.
4.2 Reservoir Level
As stated earlier the optimization has been done by using 3-distinct reservoirs and
the hourly reservoir levels data which is provided by the company. Furthermore,
by adopting the following data the minimum and maximum level of each reservoir
are noticed to use it as bound constraints during optimization. Further, using the
complete data for evaluating the connection between the objective function, level
and flow of reservoirs.
4.2.1 Botsvatn
Figure 4.1 displays the level variation at Botsvatn. Through the hourly data, we
can recognize the minimum and maximum level of the reservoir, i.e. 529.62 m and
551.38 m. According to the information accessible at NVE Atlas, 2018, the highest
regulated water level (HRV) at Botsvatn reservoir is 551 m.o.h and lowest regulated
water level (LRV) is 495 m.o.h. Hence by adopting this, we can bound the limit of
reservoir levels.
It can be seen in figure 4.1 that the actual level in summer exceeds the upper
limit which is defined as "Critical period" in this thesis. Due to this condition, the
Botsvatn reservoir forced to release water regardless of the power demand.
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FIGURE 4.1: Botsvatn level variation
4.2.2 Vatnedalsvatn
Figure 4.2 gives the variation in Vatnedalsvatn reservoir. Moreover, we can testify
the minimum and maximum level of the reservoir, i.e. 785.38 m and 836.12 m which
is between LRV and HRV, i.e. 700 m.o.h and 840 m.o.h.
FIGURE 4.2: Vatnedalsvatn level variation
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4.2.3 Urevatn
Similarly, Figure 4.3 shows the variation in Urevatn reservoir. The minimum and
maximum value for level are 1151 m and 1173.6 m which is between the LRV and
HRV limit of the reservoir i.e. 1141 m.o.h and 1175 m.o.h.
FIGURE 4.3: Urevatn level variation
The level of Urevatn reservoir is considerably beneath the upper limit through-
out the critical period.
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4.3 Computations
According to data available concerning power from generation units, volume per-
centage and the level of the reservoirs we can estimate the reservoir curve by using
polynomial fit. In MATLAB, we can use ’fit’ command on the level, power and vol-
ume percentage data specifying that we want a second order polynomial to display
the line (bestfit) approximating the data. Further, we can evaluate some point on
a line from the polynomial coefficients from the previous command and calculate
values at the same values of level, volume, and power as original data.
4.3.1 Reservoirs curve
The governor of the water flow depends on the amount of electrical power the gen-
erator is compelled to generate. The correlation within flow rate, level, and power
generated is essential for power generation management to follow.
The curve and computations presented underneath are done for hourly data in
Sharma, 2018 and revised for daily average and weekly average data. The curves
and computations represent the daily average data. The computations and plots for
weekly average and hourly data are inserted in the Appendix B.
Botsvatn Level
Figure 4.4 represents the best line that goes through the data points (i.e. volume per-
centage and level) also defined as ’bestfit’ and signifies the relation between Bots-
vatn reservoir level and volume percentage as stated in the following second-order
polynomial Equation 4.1.




296 ⇤ 106 )
2 + 0.64925(
VolumeR1i+1
296 ⇤ 106 ) + 497.9193 (R
2 = 1.0000)
(4.1)
where, zR1 is the level (m) and VolumeR1 is the volume of Botsvatn reservoir (m3).
Further, R2 is a statistical measure which expresses how successful the fit is in
demonstrating the variation of the data or R2 is the square of the relationship within
the response values and the divined response values. It is also defined as the square
of the various correlation coefficient and the coefficient of multiple measurements.
R2 varies between 0-1 as the range demonstrates the proportion of variance demon-
strated by fit for example, with a value closer to 1 designates a better fit. Therefore, in
our case R2 value is 1 which indicates that the fit describes 100% of the total variation
in the data.
From equation 4.1 we can calculate the level of the reservoir at each instance.
However, the volume of the reservoir can be calculated from volume percentage






Figure 4.5 represents the ’bestfit’ curve and illustrates the relation between Vatnedals-
vatn reservoir level and volume percentage as stated in the following second-order
polynomial Equation 4.3.
FIGURE 4.5: Vatnedalsvatn: Level vs Volume %
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zR2i+1 =  0.0035715(
VolumeR2i+1
1150 ⇤ 106 )
2 + 1.4166(
VolumeR2i+1
1150 ⇤ 106 ) + 733.4966 (R
2 = 1.0000)
(4.3)
where, zR2 is the level (m) and VolumeR2 is the volume of Vatnedalsvatn reservoir
(m3).
From equation 4.3 we can calculate the level of the reservoir at each instance.
However, the volume of the reservoir can be calculated from volume percentage






Figure 4.6 represents how Urevatn reservoir volume changes with change in level
within LRV and HRV. The ’bestfit’ curve illustrates the relation between Urevatn
reservoir level and volume percentage as stated in the following second-order poly-
nomial Equation 4.5.
FIGURE 4.6: Urevatn: Level vs Volume %
zR3i+1 =  0.0015975(
VolumeR3i+1
253.4 ⇤ 106 )
2 + 0.4561(
VolumeR3i+1
253.4 ⇤ 106 ) + 1144.7227 (R
2 = 0.9995)
(4.5)
where, zR3 is the level (m) and VolumeR3 is the volume of Urevatn reservoir (m3).
From equation 4.5 we can calculate the level of the reservoir at each instance.
However, the volume of the reservoir can be calculated from volume percentage
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To determine the power in hydropower setup equation 4.7 can be used, and it gives
the dependence of power on flow rate and head loss where the head loss is equiva-
lent to the difference between level of the upper and lower reservoir.
PHP = r.Hnet.g.Q (4.7)
Where, Hnet is net-head of reservoir (m), and Q is flow rate (m3/s).
According to the availability of Power data from the actual hydropower station,
the approach is to fit the level curve and flow data by using 2nd order polynomial
fit to get the expression for distinct power units which confers the dependence of
power on flow rate and level in corresponding to the real data.
Brokke
Figure 4.7 illustrates the ’bestfit’ curve by using real daily average flow and power
data.
FIGURE 4.7: Power Brokke (Average)
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Equation 4.8 shows the dependence of power generated from Brokke power unit
on the flow-rate and level at Botsvatn (i.e. QR1 and zR1).
Power1,i = 0.0045465(QR1,i ⇤ zR1,i)  0.51109 (R2 = 0.9989) (4.8)
where, Power1 is power generated from Brokke unit (MW), QR1 is the flow-rate
(m3/s) ,and zR2 is the level at Vatnedalsvatn reservoir (m).
Holen G1-G2
Figure 4.8 shows the dependence of Power from Holen G1-G2 unit on the flow-
rate and level at Vatnedalsvatn reservoir as expressed in the following polynomial
equation 4.9.
Power2,i = 0.0029478(QR2,i ⇤ zR2,i)  0.077604 (R2 = 0.9965) (4.9)
where, Power2 is power genrated from Holen 1-2 unit (MW), QR2 is the flow-rate
(m3/s), and zR2 is the level at Vatnedalsvatn reservoir (m).
FIGURE 4.8: Power Holen G1-G2 (Average)
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Holen G3
Figure 4.9 shows the dependence of Power from Holen G3 unit on the flow-rate and
level at Urevatn reservoir as expressed in the following polynomial equation 4.10.
FIGURE 4.9: Holen G3 Brokke (Average)
Power3,i = 0.0046536(QR3,i ⇤ zR3,i) + 0.033896 (R2 = 0.9999) (4.10)
where, Power3 is power genrated from Holen 3 unit (MW), QR3 is the flow-rate
(m3/s) and zR3 is the level at Urevatn reservoir (m).
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4.4 Catchment
A catchment is an area where water is accumulated by natural landscapes and is
environed by high features such as hills or mountains. The soil in catchment acts like
a sponge, soaking up moistures, storing it in underground aquifers and gradually
discharging it in rivers and streams which later flow into dams. Consequently, the
level at the reservoir depends on the inflow from the catchment and the estimation
of inflow from the catchment into the reservoir can be done by mass balance. By
using the volume percentage data and the total volume for the different reservoirs
the actual volume of the reservoir is calculated so as to determine the volumetric
flow rate for each reservoir.
4.4.1 Inflow: Botsvatn
Figure 4.10 shows the flow through catchment into the Botsvatn reservoir. It can be
observed around 5100 - 5700 hour or during the month of June - August the inflow
from catchment is at its peak.
FIGURE 4.10: Inflow Botsvatn Reservoir
Taking into account the flow rate from Holen G1-G2, Holen G3 and Brokke tur-
bine unit the mass balance has been performed as expressed in the equation 4.11.
(4.11)Flowcatchment,R1 =
volumeR1(i + 1)  volumeR1(i)
t(i + 1)  t(i)
  f lowG1 G2(i)  f lowG3(i) + f lowBrokke(i)
where, volumeR1 is the volume of Botsvatn reservoir at particular instant (m3), t
is time (sec), f lowG1 G2 is flow rate at Holen G1-G2 (m3/s), f lowG3 is flow rate at
Holen G3 (m3/s), and f lowBrokke is flow rate at Brokke turbine unit (m3/s).
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4.4.2 Inflow: Vatnedalsvatn
Figure 4.11 shows the inflow from the catchment to Vatnedalsvatn reservoir through-
out the time interval.
We can observe the rise in inflow from May to June 2017 (critical period) as
it behaves similar to the inflow into Botsvatn reservoir. However, the capacity of
Vatnedalsvatn reservoir is comparatively larger than Botsvatn reservoir. Hence the
risk of overflow is less.
FIGURE 4.11: Inflow Vatnedalsvatn Reservoir
Taking into account the flow rate from Holen G1-G2 turbine unit the mass bal-
ance has been performed as expressed in the equation 4.12.
Flowcatchment,R2 =
volumeR2(i + 1)  volumeR2(i)
t(i + 1)  t(i) + f lowG1 G2(i) (4.12)
where, volumeR2 is the volume of Vatnedalsvatn reservoir at particular instant (m3),
t is time (sec), and f lowG1 G2 is flow rate at Holen G1-G2 (m3/s).
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4.4.3 Inflow: Urevatn
Figure 4.12 shows the inflow from the catchment to Urevatn reservoir through out
the time interval.
Unlike other two reservoirs, the inflow into the Urevatn reservoir during May
and June is less. Hence, the condition of overflow cannot arise during critical pe-
riod. However, the pump system will put a substantial impact on the inflow into the
Urevatn reservoir throughout the pumping duration.
FIGURE 4.12: Inflow Urevatn Reservoir
Taking into account the flow rate from Holen G3 turbine unit the mass balance
has been performed as expressed in the equation 4.13.
Flowcatchment,R3 =
volumeR3(i + 1)  volumeR3(i)
t(i + 1)  t(i) + f lowG3(i) (4.13)
where, volumeR3 is the volume of Urevatn reservoir at particular instant (m3), t is
time (sec), and f lowG3 is flow rate at Holen G3 (m3/s).
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4.5 Price Data
The price data for Kristiansand region (NO2) imported from NORDPOOL, 2018.
Price data for Kristiansand region is uploaded corresponding to the data available
for flow and power i.e. Oct 2016 - Oct 2017. The following figure 4.13 depicts the
variation in yearly price.
FIGURE 4.13: Price variation - Kristiansand region
It can be observed, during critical period the price is comparatively low. Hence







Due to the applications to related problems, performance reports, and various prac-
tical studies, the adoption of algorithms for this research is made. Possibly, plenty
of distinct evolutionary algorithms could be implemented to hydropower optimiza-
tion problems. Adoption of evolutionary algorithms needed some proficiency and
knowledge. One determinant which considered heavily in the selection method was
the extent and breadth of previous applications. The high performance of an appro-
priate algorithm and the number of examples where it has been used to an appropri-
ate degree of optimization problem gives some indication of the algorithm’s ability
and potential for application in other operations. Based on the multiphase research
study, previous application related to constrained optimization and narrowing the
options to continuous real-valued algorithms Differential Evolution (DE) method is
selected. It supports the principle of natural evolution and the remainder of fittest
that is defined by the Darwinian Theory (Prewitt, 2001).
The preeminent applications of differential algorithm are in optimization. However,
they have also been applied to administer data mining, create learning systems, etc.
Why Differential Evolution?
Evolutionary algorithms vary from conventional optimization methods as they usu-
ally evolve a population of solutions in the search location of decision variables,
somewhat of rousing from a single point. In every iteration, differential evolution
produces new solutions which are defined as offspring further carries a competitive
selection to obtain small solutions.
In contrast with conventional optimization methods and optimizing many real-world
problems, such as calculus-based nonlinear programming methods, differential evo-
lution is more robust and deliver a reliable offset within the exploration and exploita-
tion in the search space.
Furthermore, differential evolution has an advantage compared to evolution strat-
egy or evolutionary programming. Like in Gaussian mutation, we have to specify
sigma value. However, in this, we do not have to tune the step value the difference
will do the work. In the initial stages, the population member will be well sepa-
rated than the difference vector will have a reasonable large magnitude because the
population member is well separated. When the evolutionary algorithm involved
over a generation, the population member tends to move to a right region or op-
timal region hence when the member moves towards the vast region they become
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closer to each other which means the magnitude of the difference vector will become
smaller. So the Differential evolution is naturally altering the search behavior from
exploration to exploitation by this difference operation here. So specifying ’F’ (DE-
stepsize ranges from (0, 2)) is a lot easier than specifying sigma value in the Gaussian
mutation (Suganthan, 2018).
5.2 Methodology
Due to the high volume of available data, the outlining is to conduct a categorized
optimization. Firstly, the plan is to execute weekly Optimization based on hourly
data from the Otra Kraft Hydropower system, and the data is classified to its weekly
average value to reduce the size of data and to examine the optimization process.
Following the first operation, the Optimization is carried for daily average value
throughout the year to determine the optimize value. Finally, the Optimization is
conducted for one year, i.e. from 08 Oct 2016 - 07 Oct 2017 in three steps.
• Weekly average Optimization is conducted for 52 weeks, i.e. from 08 Oct 2016
- 07 Oct 2017. To check the algorithm performance and to reduce the volume
of data and to check the effect of constraints (presented in Appendix C).
• Daily average Optimization is conducted for 365 days and corresponding re-
sults are presented.
• Hourly Optimization is executed for different weeks throughout the year and
compared with the daily average optimization results to check the efficiency
of the proposed algorithm.
5.2.1 Differential Evolution
Differential evolution is a population-based, derivative-free function optimizer. This
is one of the main properties that makes it much more robust than traditional deriva-
tive based methods, where irregular objective functions can lead to a locally optimal
solution or in worst cases to unstable behavior (not reaching an appropriate solu-
tion). It usually encodes decision variables as floating point numbers and handles
them with simple arithmetic operations such as addition, subtraction, and multi-
plication. It is an evolutionary algorithm and follows similar steps like other algo-
rithms. In our problem, we have ’D’ number of decision variables, and each one
have lower and upper bounds. The first step is to set the population size NP. The
steps are taken to solve the problem shown in Figure 5.1.
FIGURE 5.1: Steps involves in Differential Evolution Algorithm
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5.2.2 Initialization
Initialization can be performed ’randomly’ as we have a 2-dimensional matrix and
every element in the matrix can be initialized ’randomly’ which means every point
in a 2-dimensional matrix (’D’ number of columns and ’NP’ number of rows) is ini-
tialized randomly. So we generate random numbers every time between minimum




x1,i,0, x2,i,0, x3,i,0, ... xD,i,0
. . . . .
. . . . .
x1,NP,0 x2,NP,0 x3,NP,0 . xD,NP,0
3
775
Where, NP is population size, and D is the dimension of the problem.
xlowj  xj,i,0  x
up
j
Where, j = 1,2,3...D (Any variable), xlowj = lower limit of j
th vector component and
xupj = upper limit of j
th vector component.






To perform mutation for each vector or each member of the population, we usually
select three other solutions from the population member randomly. For each gen-
eration ’g’ the operation creates mutation vector ’vi,g’ based on the current parent
population. The most commonly used mutation equation is:
vi,g = Xr0,g + Fi(Xr1,g   Xr2,g) (5.2)
where, r0,r1,r2 = Different integers uniformly chosen from the set [1,2....,NP], Xr1,g-
Xr2,g = Difference vector to mutate the parent, Fi = mutation factor or scale factor
ranges from interval [0,1]. The index ’i’ will run from 1 to NP.
5.2.4 Crossover or Recombination
After completion of mutation, we have to perform a crossover operation which per-
forms an information switch between distinct members in the current population
and is also known as a ’Binomial Crossover.’ This function gives the final trial vec-
tor or offspring vector ’ui,g’. This operation is performed between the ith population
member and the mutant vector that is generated earlier in the mutation section. In
the syntax, we have to specify the crossover rate (0 to 1). Equation 5.3 shows if the
random value is less than the crossover rate than we get the decision variable from
the mutant variable. Otherwise, the element is taken from the parent. So we take
individual elements either from the parent vector or mutant vector. Once we do the




vj,i,g, i f randj(0, 1)  Cri or j = jrand
xj,i,g, otherwise
(5.3)
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where, randj(a, b)= uniform random number on the interval (a,b) and newly gen-
erated for each j, jrand = Integer that is randomly chosen from 1....D and CRi is the
crossover probability (0,1).
5.2.5 Selection
Now the computation will be between the offspring vector and the parent vector. If
the objective value of offspring is smaller or equal, we will select the offspring. If
the objective value of offspring is higher, we will keep the parent (if the objective
is to minimize). This operation selects the better one from the parent vector i.e Xi,g
and the trial vector ui,g according to fitness value (f(.)). For example, if we have a
minimization problem, then the selected vector is given by:
Xi,g+1 =
(








(Power4,i ⇤ pricepump,i   (Power1,i + Power2,i + Power3,i) ⇤ Pricei) (5.5)
where, Power4 is pump power, Power1 is power from Brokke generation unit, Power2
is power from Holen 1-2 generation unit, Power3 is power from Holen-3 generation
unit, Price represents the electricity price in Kristiansand (NO2) region and pricepump
denotes the price of electricity for pumping (assumed 20% less than the electricity
price for Kristiansand), so that the algorithm operates the pump when the electricity
price is well below the average price.
The overflow from the reservoir for each iteration ’i’ transpires while the volume
of the reservoir exceeds its maximum value or upper bound constraint. The excess
volume will be considered as spillway volume, and that can be used in the mass
balance continuity equation. The catchment area influenced by reservoir spillway
approximated from figures 3.5, 3.3 and 3.4 and implemented in equations 5.12, 5.13
and 5.14. Equations 5.6, 5.7, 5.8, 5.9, 5.10, and 5.11 is used to estimate the value of
reservoirs spillway.
If, Volume1spill  Total volume of Botsvatn reservoir, then:
Volume1spill = 0 (5.6)
If, Volume1spill > Total volume of Botsvatn reservoir, then:
Volume1spill = Volume1i+1   TotalBotsvatnvolume (5.7)
Where, Volume1spill represents the volume of Botsvatn reservoir spillway.
If, Volume2spill  Total volume of Vatnedalsvatn reservoir, then:
Volume1spill = 0 (5.8)
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If, Volume2spill > Total volume of Vatnedalsvatn reservoir, then:
Volume2spill = Volume2i+1   TotalVatnedalsvatnvolume (5.9)
Where, Volume2spill represents the volume of Vatnedalsvatn reservoir spillway.
If, Volume3spill  Total volume of Urevatn reservoir, then:
Volume3spill = 0 (5.10)
If, Volume3spill > Total volume of Urevatn reservoir, then:
Volume3spill = Volume3i+1   TotalUrevatnvolume (5.11)
Where, Volume3spill represents the volume of Urevatn reservoir spillway.
The constraints must correlate to the state of transformation equation for the
reservoir in order to obtain the full potential of the research. The storage state for
every iteration ’i’ allied with the earlier release from the reservoir by applying the
water balance continuity equation:
(5.12)Volume1i+1 = Volume1i + (in f low1i + f lowHolenG1 G2,i + f lowHolenG3,i
  f lowBrokke,i   f lowpump,i) ⇤ Interval
where Volume1i+1 denotes the final volume at Botsvatn reservoir during the instance
’i’, Volume1i is the initial Botsvatn reservoir volume at instance ’i’, in f low1i denotes
the inflow (catchment) into Botsvatn reservoir and Interval represents the time in-
terval in seconds (i.e 60 ⇤ 60 for hourly and 60 ⇤ 60 ⇤ 24 for daily optimization).
Volume2i+1 = Volume2i + Volume3spill + (in f low2i   f lowHolenG1 G2,i) ⇤ Interval
(5.13)
where Volume2i+1 denotes the final volume at Vatnedalsvatn reservoir during the
instance ’i’, Volume2i is the initial Vatnedalsvatn reservoir volume at instance ’i’,
Volume3spill is the volume of Urevatn reservoir spillway and in f low2i denotes the
inflow (catchment) into Vatnedalsvatn reservoir.
Volume3i+1 = Volume3i + (in f low3i   f lowHolenG3,i + f lowpump,i) ⇤ Interval (5.14)
where Volume3i+1 denotes the final volume at Urevatn reservoir during the instance
’i’, Volume3i is the initial Urevatn reservoir volume at instance ’i’ and in f low3i rep-
resents the inflow (catchment) into Urevatn reservoir.
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Botsvatn 1.599*108 2.987*108 495 551 Brokke 0 137.57
Vatnedalsvatn 4.72*108 1.09*109 700 840 Holen
G1-G2
0 95.33
Urevatn 3.79*107 2.36*108 1141 1175 Holen
G3
0 31.04
TABLE 5.1: Physical Characteristics
Moreover, by using real data concerning flow rates and level of the reservoirs,
the constraints must be implemented in such a way to get the optimization results
within the actual limit, i.e. within the bound constraints.
Following equations represent flow rate bound constraints for Brokke, Holen 1-2
and Holen 3 generation units.
0  f lowBrokke  137.5733 m3/s (5.15)
0  f lowHolenG1 G2  95.3305 m3/s (5.16)
0  f lowHolenG3  31.0410 m3/s (5.17)
0  f lowpump  20 m3/s (5.18)
Secondly, the bound constraints implemented in such a way that reservoir water
level in each time ’t’ should not exceed the maximum level and should not be less
than the minimum level :
495  level1  551 m (5.19)
700  level2  840 m (5.20)
1141  level3  1175 m (5.21)
Correspond to level constraints the volume constraints are implemented to en-
sure results boundary will not exceed the maximum value and will not be less than
minimum :
159.9 ⇤ 106  Volume1  298.7 ⇤ 106 m3 (5.22)
472 ⇤ 106  Volume2  1090 ⇤ 106 m3 (5.23)
37.9 ⇤ 106  Volume3  236 ⇤ 106 m3 (5.24)
5.4 Algorithm setup
Differential Evolution algorithm is based on a virtual population of NP-independent
variables. Throughout each generation, these variables reproduce (offspring) and
withstand selection. Merely the best or most suitable variable survive to reproduce
in the subsequent generation. Hence after consecutive generations, the population
becomes better-thereby recognizing the best optimum of an objective function. The
Matlab-script used to perform differential evolution algorithm was adapted from
Price, 1997 as reference.
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5.4.1 Differential Evolution Parameters
D = 4*Number of hours (hourly optimization) or D = 4*Number of days (daily
average optimization) and can be defined as the number of parameters of the
objective function.
XVmin and XVmax are the lower and upper bounds of the initial population
and it covers the region where the global minimum/maximum is expected.
10*D is the number of population members (NP).
itermax is the maximum number of iterations or generations can be used to
find the best optimal solution.
F is the stepsize from the interval 0-2.
CR is the crossover probability constant from interval [0, 1] and helps to main-
tain the diversity of the population and is rather uncritical.
bestmem is the parameter vector with best solution
bestval is the best objective function value.
nfeval is the number of function evaluations
5.4.2 Population (POP)
In the optimization algorithm, we have four decision variables which are flow rate
from Brokke, Holen 1-2, Holen 3 and Pump. These flow rates have 169 different
values if we run the algorithm on an hourly basis for a week (each hour correspond
to a different value) or if we run it for a year with daily average values then there are





Where, D will be number of decision variables multiply by number of days/hours
and NP will be 10*D.
5.4.3 Initialize Randomly
The population (pop) is initialized randomly between the minimum and maximum
values of the parameters i.e XVmin and XVmax shown in Equation 5.25.
pop(i, :) = XVmin + rand(1, D). ⇤ (XVmax  XVmin); (5.25)
After initializing the population the next step is to estimate the best member
(bestmem) starting from the first population member as shown in syntax 5.26. Se-
quentially it will find the best objective function value i.e val.
popold = zeros(size(pop))
val = zeros(1, NP)
bestmem = zeros(1, D)
bestmemit = zeros(1, D)
n f eval = 0
(5.26)
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where, popold is the old population that is to be toggled, val represents the cost
array, bestmem represents the best population member, bestmemit represents the best
member in iteration and n f eval is the number of function evaluations.
After intialization the evaluation of the best member is executed starting from the
first population member.
ibest = zeros(size(pop))
Estimating the best objective function value so far
val(1) = f eval( f name, pop(ibest, :), y)
bestval = val(1)
Checking the remaining members in the population
val(i) = f eval( f name, pop(ibest, :), y)
n f eval = n f eval + 1
To check if the member is best and saving it’s location
i f (val(i)  bestval
ibest = i
bestval = val(i)
The best member and best value of the current iteration
bestmemit = pop(ibest, :)
bestvalit = bestval
Hence, the best member ever can be expressed as
bestmem = bestmemit
5.4.4 Rotation
The next step is to rotate (rot) the index (ind) array (rt) and shuffle the position of
vectors (a1 - a5) for exponential crossover. Hence to change the vector location every
time throughout the crossover process. Moreover, we can choose the best member
(bestmem) population of the last iteration expressed in below.
Saving the old population so as to compare it with new one afterwards
popold = pop
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Shuffling the location of arrays and rotating indices by ind(1) positions for each vec-
tor i.e a1  a5
a1 = randperm(NP)
rt = rem(rot + ind(1), NP)
a2 = a1(rt + 1)
rt = rem(rot + ind(2), NP)
a3 = a2(rt + 1)
rt = rem(rot + ind(3), NP)
a4 = a3(rt + 1)
rt = rem(rot + ind(4), NP)
a5 = a4(rt + 1)
For each vector the shuffled population can be expressed as
pm1 = popold(a1, :)
pm2 = popold(a2, :)
pm3 = popold(a3, :)
pm4 = popold(a4, :)
pm5 = popold(a5, :)
The population filled with the best member of the last iteration is given by
bm(i, :) = bestmemit
Where pm1-pm5 denotes the modified population matrix after rotation.
5.4.5 Mutation
The old population i.e., popold, will participate and will remain static throughout
one iteration. Further the new population i.e pop will appear. During the initial-
ization of the population matrix and the bestmem matrix, there remain unsettled
vectors in population, and the intermediate population of these vectors is assigned
as ui, and mui represents the mask for an intermediate population.
5.4.6 Crossover
However numerous crossover methods are appropriate, binomial crossover and ex-
ponential crossover are extensively used in differential evolution.
Differential Mutation Operators
The most commonly used variant is expressed as DE/rand/1. It consists of adding
a scaled difference vector between two randomly selected individuals and to a third
randomly picked individual (pm3), called the base vector:
ui    pm3 + F ⇤ (pm1  pm2)
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In DE/best/1, the base vector is defined as the best individual (bm) in the current
population:
ui    bm + F ⇤ (pm1  pm2)
In DE/rand-to-best/1, the base vector is equivalent to the parent vector and is
added to two difference vectors, a randomly generated one and a vector from the
parent to the best member in the population.
ui    popold + F ⇤ (bm  popold) + F ⇤ (pm1  pm2)
The DE/rand/2 operator consists of adding two difference vectors to a randomly
chosen member:
ui    pm5 + F ⇤ (pm1  pm2 + pm3  pm4)
Hence, by applying differential mutation operators and strategies the crossover
operation is executed as mentioned in Appendix A.
5.4.7 Selection
The random selection of vectors is done by shuffling the population array. Thus a
particular vector can’t be chosen twice in the same term of the disorder expression.
The first step is to select the vectors that are allowed to enter the new population
and to check the cost of competitor i.e
tempval = f eval( f name, ui(i, :), y)
n f eval = n f eval + 1
If the competitor is better than the value in "cost array" the old vector gets replaced
by the new one (for new iteration) and the new value gets saved in "cost array"
i f (tempval  val(i)
pop(i, :) = ui(i, :)
bestmem = ui(i, :)
Freezing the best member of this interation for the coming interations as this will be




Discussion of the results,
conclusion and recommendations
6.1 Introduction
In this chapter, The results for the proposed daily average and hourly optimiza-
tion are presented. Firstly, the daily average optimized results for a year, i.e., from
08/Oct/2016 to 07/Oct/2017 are presented which illustrates the best values con-
cerning flow rate, reservoir volume, and level which proffers maximum profit (max-
imum revenue) by retaining the reservoir levels and water flow rate within the limit.
Further, it can be observed that during the actual operation the reservoir’s level is
controlled by decreasing or discontinue the flow rate which is restricting the gener-
ation of power and revenue. Whereas in the proposed algorithm this situation is not
occurring because of the pumping system impersonating a vital role to prevent the
overflow at Botsvatn reservoir.
Secondly, The hourly optimization for the randomly chosen weeks throughout
the year is executed in order to test the performance and accuracy of the proposed
daily average optimization. Two different policies were taken into account. Daily
average release policy is taken into consideration, compared with the hourly basis
release policy to show the performance of the algorithm.
Finally, The tables have presented which show the optimized and actual results.
Consequently, we can observe that the optimized curves are within maximum and
minimum boundaries. Furthermore, we can remark the profit that originates from
the proposed differential evolution algorithm.
NOTE: All the simulations conducted in the thesis had initial conditions equivalent
to the actual initial values concerning volume and level of the reservoirs.
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6.2 Results and discussion
6.2.1 Daily average
To perform daily average optimization, firstly the actual flow and reservoir volume
hourly data is averaged daily, i.e., for every 24 hours. Accordingly, the reservoir
level and power curves were made (shown in chapter 4). Finally, the DE algorithm is
implemented to generate maximum revenue. Following plots represents the optimal
curves obtained by executing daily average optimization for a year, i.e., from 08 Oct
2016 to 08 Oct 2017 together with the actual operational curves.
Reservoir Level
Figure 6.1 displays the optimized and actual reservoir level. We can observe in the
plot that the actual level of Botsvatn reservoir is exceeding HRV boundary during
the midst of June whereas the optimized level is beneath HRV boundary. Hence the
algorithm is successful in controlling the level boundaries.
FIGURE 6.1: Optimized vs actual reservoir level
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Reservoir volume
Figure 6.2 represents the optimized and actual volume of the reservoirs throughout
the year which is functioning similar to the reservoir level curves. The last plot
shows the corresponding inflows into the reservoirs, and we can observe in the plot
during the midst of May to June the inflow at Botsvatn reservoir is too high which
forces algorithm to put pumping system to operate to avoid overflow.
FIGURE 6.2: Optimized vs actual reservoir volume
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Flow rate
Figure 6.3 displays the optimized and actual flow rate through the Pump and three
distinct turbine units within the actual limits. We can recognize in the plot that flow
rate from Holen G1-G2 and Holen G3 unit has stopped from period 18 May to 30
June due to an increase in corresponding Botsvatn reservoir level whereas optimized
value is at its peak. So we can perceive that we do not require to discontinue flow
from any of the turbine units to control the level of the reservoir for such a prolonged
duration. Hence, the proposed algorithm can generate maximum revenue from the
system.
FIGURE 6.3: Optimized flow rate vs actual flow rate
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Revenue
Figure 6.4 shows the functioning of a differential evolution algorithm which rep-
resents the optimized revenue originating per iteration. The red dotted line in the
figure signifies the actual revenue generated throughout the year, and the black dots
show the optimized revenue from the system for each iteration until the best value.
FIGURE 6.4: Optimized vs actual revenue
Table 6.1 presents the results from daily average optimization, and we can ob-



















0.85 1.43 0.57 0.098 5.24 26
TABLE 6.1: Daily average optimization results
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6.2.2 Daily and hourly optimization results: 08 Oct - 15 Oct 2016
The hourly optimization is executed for randomly chosen weeks to determine the
accuracy and aspects of the results by comparing it to daily average optimization.
Flow rate
It can be observed in figure 6.5 that during hourly optimization the pump system
and turbine units are working actively whereas in daily optimization these units are
flat which indicates hourly optimization is more accurate if correlated with the daily
average optimization.
FIGURE 6.5: Hourly vs Daily average flow: 08 Oct - 15 Oct 2016
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Reservoir level
Figure 6.6 represents the optimized level during hourly and daily average optimiza-
tion. We can observe the change in Urevatn reservoir level because the pump is
operating extravagantly during hourly optimization whereas in daily average it is
not operating.
FIGURE 6.6: Hourly vs Daily average reservoir level: 08 Oct - 15 Oct
2016
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Revenue
The revenue obtained from hourly optimization is lower than the daily average be-
cause of the value of decision variables. As in daily average optimization we are
running the algorithm for seven days which means single value (average) per day
(24 ⇤ Avg.value) on the other hand if we run the algorithm for hourly optimization
for a week we are dealing with 168 hours means 168 different values. Hence we can
say that hourly optimization allows taking advantage of the hourly price variation
during each day, which of course will allow achieving a more accurate solution than
the one using only daily average values.
FIGURE 6.7: Hourly vs Daily revenue generated: 08 Oct - 15 Oct 2016
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6.2.3 Daily and hourly optimization results: 16 May - 23 May 2017
Flow rate
Figure 6.8 shows the optimized flow rate from the pumping and turbine units. We
can observe the flow results from hourly optimization is precise than the daily aver-
age results.
FIGURE 6.8: Hourly vs Daily average flow: 16 May - 23 May 2017
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Reservoir level
In figure 6.9 we can perceive that there is not much variation between hourly and
daily average results because of similar flow rate curves.
FIGURE 6.9: Hourly vs Daily average reservoir level: 16 May - 23 May
2017
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Revenue
Figure 6.10 shows the revenue generated during both scenarios. Still, we are making
a good profit from both situations. However hourly optimization proffers similar
value concerning daily average optimization.
FIGURE 6.10: Hourly vs Daily revenue generated: 16 May - 23 May
2017
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6.2.4 Daily and hourly optimization results: 29 June - 13 July 2017
Flow rate
Figure 6.11 shows the optimized flow rate from the pumping and turbine units. We
can observe the flow results from hourly optimization is more defined compared to
the daily average results.
FIGURE 6.11: Hourly vs Daily average flow: 29 June - 13 July 2017
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Reservoir level
In figure 6.12 we can perceive that there is not much variation between hourly and
daily average results because of similar flow rate curves.
FIGURE 6.12: Hourly vs Daily average reservoir level: 29 June - 13
July 2017
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Revenue
Figure 6.13 shows the revenue generated during both scenarios. Still, we are making
a good profit from both situations. However, the revenue obtained from hourly op-
timization is lower than the daily average, since, hourly optimization allows taking
advantage of the hourly price variation during each day, which of course will allow
achieving a more accurate solution than the one using only daily average values.
FIGURE 6.13: Hourly vs Daily revenue generated: 29 June - 13 July
2017
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6.2.5 Daily and hourly optimization results: 04 Aug - 11 Aug 2017
Following decisions represents the contrast in hourly and daily average optimiza-
tion results which signifies the accuracy of hourly optimization over the daily aver-
age optimization.
Flow rate
It can be observed in figure 6.14 that during both situations the pump system and
turbine units are working adequately. However, hourly optimization plots are more
precise.
FIGURE 6.14: Hourly vs Daily average flow: 04 Aug - 11 Aug 2017
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Reservoir level
Figure 6.15 represents the optimized level during both scenarios, and the plots are
similar to each other because of the related flow curves.
FIGURE 6.15: Hourly vs Daily average reservoir level: 04 Aug - 11
Aug 2017
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Revenue
Figure 6.16 shows the revenue generation by the algorithm for both scenarios. Both
curves are giving better results compared to the actual one. However, the curves
show the advantage of hourly optimization over daily average to estimate the pre-
cise revenue.
FIGURE 6.16: Hourly vs Daily revenue generated: 04 Aug - 11 Aug
2017
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6.2.6 Hourly optimization results
Table 6.2 shows the results for hourly optimization during randomly chosen period
















08 Oct - 15
Oct 2016
16.8 22 5.2 22.02 96.12
16 May - 23
May 2017
10.5 20.8 10.2 18.98 97.91
29 June - 13
July 2017
21 42 21 36.81 19.41
04 Aug - 11
Aug 2017
2.3 20 18.3 17.56 98.55
TABLE 6.2: Hourly optimization results
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6.3 Conclusion
In this thesis, the optimization of multi-reservoir pumped storage hydropower sys-
tem is executed based on daily average values and hourly data by using differential
evolution algorithm.
An algorithm was developed to manage the optimal operation of three differ-
ent reservoirs with the pump system in Otra Kraft hydropower system using sin-
gle speed pump unit of capacity 20 m3/s. According to the requirement, the pump
chosen is considered to be established together with Holen-3 turbine unit. Accord-
ingly, a ON/OFF switch has been developed in the algorithm so that the turbine and
pump unit cannot operate at the same time. In the study, when using a pump unit,
the model exhibited improvements in both energy storage capacity and energy gen-
eration capacity. The optimization is performed by utilizing non-linear constraints
which have conferred the ability of the algorithm to keep reservoir level in a con-
trolled state, correspondingly to maximize and control discharging production flow,
and to avoid overflow.
It is beneficial to use the differential evolution algorithm on the hydropower sys-
tem as it can derive multiple alternatives concerning reservoir discharge, level, and
volume. The results confirm the convergence performance of evolutionary algo-
rithms varies from conventional calculus-based methods. Evolutionary algorithms
show longer solution times— identified by prompt classification of the region con-
taining the best or optimum values, with relatively moderate local convergence. DE
algorithm appears beneficial for the hydropower optimization problems which are
discrete, non-convex and irregular. DE algorithm is easily applied to such problems
and could give direction for daily operational decisions at hydropower plants.
The optimization results imply that the hourly optimization for less duration (a
week or less) performs better with high-grade quality reliability and smaller vulner-
ability than the daily average optimization for a year. However, daily average opti-
mization is the best alternative for the estimation of optimal average flows, reservoir
level, and revenue for a long duration by using the historical data as an input. There-
fore, the method mentioned above might be compatible with flow-rate prediction to
provide an alternative optimal solution to increase the revenue or profit.
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6.4 Recommendations
In this research, pump selection is made according to the company requirement.
However, the best-recommended site for the pump installation should be within
Botsvatn, and Vatnedalsvatn reservoir as the head between these two reservoirs is
almost half of the head between Botsvatn and Urevatn reservoir. Figure 3.6 gives
an overview of the connectivity between the reservoirs. As the objective function is





Therefore the power required by a pump to elevate water to Vatnedalsvatn reservoir
will be half of the pump that is to be installed within Botsvatn and Urevatn.
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FIGURE A.1: Volumes and catchment
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FIGURE A.2: level data
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FIGURE A.3: level data
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FIGURE A.4: Polynomial fit
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FIGURE A.5: Daily average
FIGURE A.6: Polynomial fit: average
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A.2 Differential Evolution
Following differential evolution script is performed by using Price, 1997 as reference.
FIGURE A.7: Syntax 1
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A.2.1 Rotation
FIGURE A.8: Syntax 2
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A.2.2 Crossover
FIGURE A.9: Syntax 3
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A.2.3 Selection
FIGURE A.10: Syntax 4
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A.2.4 Syntax - computation and DE implementation
FIGURE A.11: Second order polynomial fit syntax
FIGURE A.12: Mass balance syntax
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FIGURE A.13: Symbolize syntax
FIGURE A.14: Bound constraint syntax
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FIGURE A.15: Level and power curves syntax
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A.3 Conditions and bounds implementation
FIGURE A.16: Script A
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FIGURE A.17: Script B
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FIGURE A.18: Script C
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FIGURE A.19: Script C
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FIGURE A.20: Script D
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FIGURE A.21: Script E
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FIGURE A.22: Script F
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FIGURE A.23: Script G
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FIGURE A.24: Script H
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FIGURE A.25: Script I
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FIGURE A.26: Script J
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FIGURE A.27: Script K
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Appendix B
Data Plots: Hourly and weekly
average
The Figure below illustrates the level and power cover formed by second order poly-
nomial fit that is determined by using hourly data. NOTE: The hourly data is con-
verted into daily data in accordance to its mean value for every 168 hours.
B.1 Hourly Power data curves
FIGURE B.1: Power Brokke
104 Appendix B. Data Plots: Hourly and weekly average
FIGURE B.2: Power Holen G1-G2
FIGURE B.3: Power Holen G3
B.2. Hourly Level data curves 105
B.2 Hourly Level data curves
FIGURE B.4: Botsvatn: Level vs Volume %
106 Appendix B. Data Plots: Hourly and weekly average
FIGURE B.5: Vatnedalsvatn: Level vs Volume %
FIGURE B.6: Urevatn: Level vs Volume %
B.3. Power and level curves (weekly average) 107
B.3 Power and level curves (weekly average)
FIGURE B.7: Botsvatn level (weekly average)
FIGURE B.8: Vatnedalsvatn level (weekly average)
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FIGURE B.9: Urevatn level (weekly average)
FIGURE B.10: Power Brokke (weekly average)
B.3. Power and level curves (weekly average) 109
FIGURE B.11: Power Holen G1-G2 (weekly average)
FIGURE B.12: Power Holen G3 (weekly average)
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B.4 Inflow plot
Figures showing average inflows throughout the year.
FIGURE B.13: Botsvatn Catchment (Average)
FIGURE B.14: Vatnedalsvatn Catchment (Average)
B.4. Inflow plot 111





FIGURE C.1: Weekly average reservoir level
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FIGURE C.2: Weekly average reservoir volume
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FIGURE C.3: Weekly average reservoir volume
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FIGURE C.4: Weekly average revenue vs actual revenue
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Appendix D
Optimization results - daily
average without ON/OFF condition
(200 days)
The Figure below illustrates the level and power cover formed by second order poly-
nomial fit.
FIGURE D.1: Best value or Profit for 200 days
118Appendix D. Optimization results - daily average without ON/OFF condition (200days)
FIGURE D.2: Optimize value (blue) vs Actual value (black)
FIGURE D.3: Botsvatn: Optimized level (blue) vs Actual level (black)
Appendix D. Optimization results - daily average without ON/OFF condition (200
days) 119
FIGURE D.4: Vatnedalsvatn: Optimized level (blue) vs Actual level
(black)











For Otra Kraft Hydropower system Vertical Submersible (Multistage) pump shown
in Figure F.1 is suitable because of its operation flow potential and head which is
upto 1067m/3500 ft.(Statkraft, 2018, Ioannis Kougias, 2017).
FIGURE F.1: Model VIT - Vertical submersible pump (Statkraft, on-
line)
Technical Specification of Pump
The main consideration for choosing pump are as follow.
Hydraulic Coverage
The hydraulic coverage chart (per stage) for estimating the head at the respective
rpm is presented in Figure F.2 (Statkraft, online).
124 Appendix F. Pump Selection
Flows  ! 70,000 [GPM] or 4.4163 [m3/s]
Head  ! up to 1060 [m]
Bowl size  ! 152.4 to 1400 [mm]
Temperature  ! up to 260  C
Power Supply  ! 3ph./ 50 [Hz]
Pumping Liquid  ! Water
TABLE F.1: Technical specification Model VIT
FIGURE F.2: Hydraulic coverage per stage, (Statkraft, online)
As marked in the Figure F.2 the required flow rate according to the capacity of
the pump is 70000 [GPM] or 4.42 [m3/s] at 710 [R.P.M]. We can further regulate the
flow rate by attaching more pumps in parallel, for example, if we require the flow
rate higher than 4.42 [m3/s] than we can combine more than one pump together in
parallel.
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Efficiency of the pump
The pump efficiency and the corresponding power can be computed from Gould’s
software (Julie Charmasson, 2017). From Figure F.3 we can observe that at 740 rpm
the efficiency of pump per stage is 83% and the corresponding power is 4146 kW or
5637 hp.
FIGURE F.3: Model VIT efficiency curve
Since we can observe that for the selected pump we can get upto 90000 [GPM]
flow rate at the efficiency of 78 % or 70000[GPM] at 88 %.Now, we have the pump
according to the head at site.
the total hydraulic power needed to operate the pump when pumping 4.42 m3/s
of water up to a height of 650 m and h is 0.83, can be determined by equation 3:
Psha f t =













FIGURE H.1: Urevatn parameters
H.2 Vatnedalsvatn
FIGURE H.2: Vatnedalsvatn parameters
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H.3 Botsvatn
FIGURE H.3: Botsvatn parameters
